Letter from community in Nort Morowali

To: Unilever

25 November 2022

For decades PT Agro Nusa Abadi (PT ANA) has taken our land brutally and illegally. PT ANA does not have a permit to operate, and in other words, PT ANA does not have a permit to take our land. PT ANA operates illegally. We lost our land, we lost our only source of livelihood.

We can do nothing without the land. While we were struggling to reclaim our land and defend it, instead we had to face threats and intimidation. And recently, two people from the community were found guilty by a court on charges of theft of palm fruit which were alleged by PT ANA.

• Our demand is for PT Astra as the owner of a company like PT ANA to immediately stop its activities that have harmed us in Petasia Timur.

• We also ask PT Astra to be responsible for our losses as long as they operate without a license.

• We ask Unilever as the buyer of products from PT ANA to immediately stop buying PT ANA products, because PT ANA has caused us misery, and also lost our source of life, namely our land.